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We commemorate and honour the life of our brother, Oury Jalloh, on the 

07.01.2021 in Dessau and at other locations in Germany and worldwide 

This is a call for a decentralized memorial within the framework of each ones current 

(Corona)Situation 

 

Our brother, Oury Jalloh (RIP) was burnt beyond recognition by police officers in custody at the 

Dessau police station on 7 January 2005. The Initiative has been able to show this with factual 

evidence through the independent expert legal reports, research and clarification work done over 

the last 15 years. The German judiciary still refuses to clarify the facts and has slandered even at the 

possibility that Oury DID NOT set himself on fire. This year in August 2020, the special advisors of the 

state parliament of Saxony-Anhalt announced that they continue to adhere to the perpetrator 

version of the self-ignition thesis and continue to criminalise our brother Oury Jalloh. We know this: 

OURY JALLOH - THAT WAS MURDER! 

This is not an isolated case! In October 2018, the International Independent Commission to 

Investigate the Death of Oury Jalloh included two other murder cases in its independent 

investigations: Hans-Jürgen Rose in 1997 (RIP) and Mario Bichtemann in 2002 (RIP) were both 

tortured to death in police custody in the city of Dessau, Germany. Therefore we are talking about 

the OURY-JALLOH COMPLEX. 

On 7 January 2021, we hold a memorial for Oury Jalloh in Dessau, as we do every year, since 2007.  

We will always remember our brothers, sisters, siblings. 

We also take this time to commemorate and honour the lives of Alberto Adriano, 2000 (RIP), who 

was beaten to death by neo-Nazis in Dessau's City Park and Yangjie Li, 2016 (RIP) who was raped and 

murdered by a Dessau police officer's son and his girlfriend. We also know this: 

Hans-Jürgen Rose 1997 - THAT WAS MURDER! 

Mario Bichtemann, 2002 - THAT WAS MURDER! 

Alberto Adriano, 2000 - THAT WAS MURDER! 

Yangjie Li, 2016 - THAT WAS MURDER! 

We urge humanity to remember ALL our brothers and sisters who were killed in Germany, Europe 

and all over the world by racially motivated violence at the bloody hands of these deeply rooted 

colonial structures, the police force and Nazis.  

For all those who were so dishonoured and oppressed by injustice, by the State and silently forgotten 

by masses of civil citizens in Germany and the around the globe. We honour you. 

We will never forget them! We will not remain silent!  

We will continue to fight for clarification, justice and consequences! 
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We call for a decentralised commemoration on the 07.01.2021 throughout Germany and 

internationally, where we all remember our murdered brother Oury Jalloh and our siblings in unity, 

with local, self-organized actions - collectively or individually - depending on the circumstances at 

hand. 

We’re using this hashtag to connect:  #WeNeverForgetOuryJalloh. 

 

This is our call to ACTION. We will register a rally in front of the Dessau police station on 07.01.2021! 

There are no conditions to accepting murder! 

 

#BreakTheSilence #NoJusticeNoPeace #AmandlaEwethu #NeverForget #SayTheirNames 

#BlackLivesMatter #OuryJalloh #KeinEinzelfall 

tg://search_hashtag/?hashtag=WeNeverForgetOuryJalloh

